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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Integration Insight in Oracle Integration Cloud(OIC) dramatically simplifies the process of modeling and extracting meaningful business

metrics, allowing business executives to understand, monitor, and react quickly to changing demands.

After a model has been activated, which is NOT a valid model instance state ?

Options: 
A- Failed

B- Successful

C- Healthy

D- Recoverable

E- Terminated

Answer: 
E



Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Integration Insight in OIC provides a business friendly experience, allowing users to model, collect, and monitor metrics for their

business processes.

Which statement is not true about Integration Insight models?

Options: 
A- The activity associated with an Integration Insight model is a model instance

B- A model must have both an initial milestone and terminal milestone created in order to be activated.

C- Integration Insight models can define milestone activities in either OIC integration OIC process business processes.

D- The model identifier value must be unique and is extracted only once for a model instance and cannot be changed

E- Model indicators are limited to only one of two types: Dimensions and Measures.

F- Each model instance is a unique occurrence based on the business process that is associated with the model

Answer: 
E



Explanation: 
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/user-int-insight-oci/model-components.html#GUID-D6F22727-3B3A-41C7-987F-

70D791586E95

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which expression language can you use to schedule integration runs?

Options: 
A- Groovy

B- Javascript

C- XPATH

D- iCAL

E- XSLT



Answer: 
D

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are tasked with creating an OIC orchestrated integration flow that supports a B2B document exchange. When configuring the B2B

action (formerly known as the EDI Translate action), there are several capabilities as well as limitations.

Which statement is NOT true about OIC B2B capabilities?

Options: 
A- When defining the EDI message type, both the document version and document type must always be explicitly selected.

B- A previously created Trading Partner Agreement is optional when configuring the inbound or outbound translation

C- Performing validations on EDI document is required for inbound translations, but optional for output translations.

D- You can customize standard EDI documents by adding new schema constructs or by editing existing constructs.

Answer: 



D

Explanation: 
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/integration-b2b/generate-outbound-edi-application-message.html#GUID-

243A1FAF-D556-4C72-8A70-2568B3F9F188

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

OIC integrations can be exported so that they can later be imported into another OIC instance environment.

Which statement is NOT true about the import and export of OIC integrations?

Options: 
A- Imported integration can be reconfigured to use different connection resources by using the OIC REST API

B- Imported integrations cannot be immediately activated if their dependent connection resources are not already present in the target

OIC environment



C- Exported integrations will include all of their dependent connection resource information with the exception of URL and credentials.

D- Integrations must be exported as package if you want to import them into another OIC environment.

Answer: 
D

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You can recover unsaved changes in an OIC integration that crashes during design time because of a browser crash, loss of network

connectivity, or a server going down.

Which statement is NOT true about this unsaved changes feature in OIC?

Options: 
A- Changes made while editing a Connections page cannot be recovered.

B- Because a backup copy is created after each completed task, there is no time limit in which you need to log back in and recover your

changes



C- An OIC admisnistrator with the ServiceAdministrator role can unlock an integration that has unsaved changes.

D- Changes made while working inside the data mapper cannot be recovered.

E- Only the person with the ServiceDeveloper role that made the changes or an admin with the Service Administrator role can recover

the unsaved changes.

Answer: 
E

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which three statements are true about business and data objects in OIC PROCESS?

Options: 
A- Data objects can be created based on a business object

B- Enum objects are a special type of business object

C- Business objects can be created from an XML schema or from JSON.



D- Business objects can be created base on a data object

E- Business objects cannot contain other business objects

F- Business exceptions can use only the string data type.

G- Business and data objects are auto-generated when creating web forms.

Answer: 
A, B, C

Explanation: 
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/user-processes/define-data.html#GUID-ED75D7B0-B60B-4107-9F86-

6C63AAEB1A62

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which type of certificate requires the uploading of a keystore(.jks) file in Oracle Integation Cloud to facilitate two-way SSL

communication with external services?



Options: 
A- Identity Certificate

B- Message Protection Certificate

C- Multi Domain Certificate

D- Trust Certificate

E- Unified Communication Certificate

Answer: 
A

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which two are NOT start and end event options when creating structured process in an OIC Process application?

Options: 



A- Message Start event and None end event

B- None start event and None end event

C- SOAP start event and None end event

D- Form start event and None end event

E- Task start event and Task end event

Answer: 
C, E

Explanation: 
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/user-processes/structured-processes.html#GUID-2080743F-61AA-4D41-B5BA-

B80E2F8F903A

Question 10
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which adapter is NOT provided in the oracle cloud adapter pack bundled with the Oracle SOA Cloud service?

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/user-processes/structured-processes.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/user-processes/structured-processes.html


Options: 
A- successFactors Adapter

B- Oracle ERP Cloud Adapter

C- Salesforce Adapter

D- Oracle E-Business Suite Adapter

Answer: 
D

Question 11
Question Type: MultipleChoice

To use Integration Insight to map milestones to actions in an Oracle Integration Cloud(OIC), business process implementation, certain

prerequisites and conditions must be met.

Which is not a valid consideration for models and mapping milestones?



Options: 
A- The model must be in Draft state in order to map a milestone to an integration action.

B- A business process implementation can be mapped to milestones within only one model.

C- Milestones in a single model can be mapped to a multiple business processes.

D- Extraction criteria for the instance unique identifier is defined with an Xpath extension.

E- Extraction criteria for the milestone indicator is defined with an Xpath expression.

Answer: 
B

Explanation: 
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/user-int-insight-oci/prerequisites-mapping-milestones.html

Question 12
Question Type: MultipleChoice

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/user-int-insight-oci/prerequisites-mapping-milestones.html


You have use case requiring the design of a synchronous OIC integration flow that will return a custom business fault message to the

client if processing files due to an external runtime fault encountered during the integration instance execution

Options: 
A- Implement a scope fault handler to catch the runtime fault, and then use the Fault Return action providing mapped data for the

custom fault.

B- Implement the Global fault handler to catch the runtime fault, and then use the Re-Throw fault action to send the custom fault to the

client

C- Create a custom scope fault handler to catch the runtime fault, and then use the Re-Throw fault action to send the fault to the error

hospital

D- Implement a scope fault handler to catch the runtime fault, then allow the Global fault handler to automatically send the runtime fault

to the error hospital

Answer: 
A
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